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A Heaven’s Tale

Chapter One

About seven thousand years ago; also
about the creation of the first earth;
Gartogade created the computer. And was
thus known as the Iron Lord.

Iron are materials that are not used in
creature factories and also can’t be used
as food for creatures. Some of them are
poisonous.

Then four thousand years ago, Vatti
completed vehicle research and produced
the first vehicle.

And so Gartogade lost his title and Vatti
was now given the title of Iron Lord.
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Chapter Two

In the year 2020: Gartogade (Computer
Lord) proved to God that driverless
vehicles are indeed possible.

And so Gartogade regained his title as
Iron Lord.

Many and indeed many were behind the
success of the Iron Lord (Gartogade). But
Mardara was the most loved of the friends
of Gartogade during the production of
driverless vehicles.

Mardara is a son of High God. And High
God is a son of God. And God created this
earth.
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Chapter Three

God went to High God’s lands and went to
see High God.

God spoke to High God: I sent you forty
million people and you rejected them
since they were not educated. These forty
million would not lie to you, they would
not waste your resources.

High God responded: How long will it take
me to educate them? You know that a
computer as simple as it is has eight parts.
When will they read all the books on the
making of a computer? Then Vatti’s
vehicles had forty parts with some parts
repeating. I can’t take them.

High God continued: But since You think
they are that good, send them to Zarr (the
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Lord of Records). Because her books are
not much.

And God was happy.
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About Carlsbergo

Chapter One

Aanika sanged a great song when she was
on earth. It goes thus:

God spoke to the sons of Manika. He told
the first son to make buildings and teach
the making of buildings. He agreed.

God told the second son to answer
prayers in Eduabon, Achicha and Ikilla. He
agreed.

Chapter Two

Aanika died and was judged to go to
heaven. She was assigned to work under
Zarr (the Lord of Records). Her station
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was to assist Zarr in keeping records for
the Gods.

After a lot of meetings and record
keeping, she wondered why the Gods
were only about thirty. And why
Instruments (her Lord) and Carlsbego
were not there.

This made Zarr speak on the matter. She
said that those Lords of hers are Creature
Makers not Gods. And that Gods are Lords
who know both earth making and
creature making.

Chapter Three

It was time to update the lists. The Lord in
charge was Prophecies (the Lord of
Prophecies). She gave strange news. It
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was that Carlsbego is now the best
Creature Maker.

Brulo the hardworking (a God) and
another Unknown God didn’t agree at
first. They decided that it should be
checked by some other group of Judges.

Carlsbego still came out on top. Aanika
was happy about Carlsbego.

Chapter Four

After this news. God spoke to some of his
teachers, instructing them to teach these
sayings to every young child.

Sorcero is one thousand years older than
Vatti, yet Vatti is number two God and
Sorcero is number three God.
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Also Instruments is three thousand years
older than Carlsbego, yet Carlsbego is
number one Creature Maker.

So an old man is not always better than a
young man.
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Best Friends

Chapter One

Breakato was unhappy. She graduated
with a low average from the university
and didn’t have any friend she liked.

She prayed on it and God directed her to
Moofes. And told her she would be among
her best friends.

Chapter Two

Breakato’s Holy Spirit taught her that she
should always have call credits. Especially
for emergency cases.

People around her always asked her for
call credits, which pained her. But she
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kept on having call credits which solved
some of her problems.

Chapter Three

Moofes went to see her wealthy Uncle
Mormonik. Mormonik was having a
problem. The problem was that he
wanted the government to put a Soldier’s
Barracks in an area where his factory was.
This was to prevent theft. But it dawned
on him that his money would not be able
to solve this problem.

Mormonik was thinking of this problem
when Moofes arrived.

On reaching Mormonik, she told him of
her dream. In one of her dreams God said
that if her Uncle Mormonik does not
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increase the wages he pays his workers
God would come and punish him.

He didn’t believe her and it actually
happened.

Mormonik then thought to himself. He
had two factories. A lot of workers and
yet, none of them was as good to him as
Moofes.

He wondered how his money could get
him a friend like Moofes.
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Fell from Heaven

Chapter One

Donemma was in the university reading
his University books. He was studying
Mining.

Donemma lived in Alta.

And then his Holy spirit spoke to him
saying: Your recent prayers would not be
answered. Please adopt praying with
strange words so that your prayers could
be answered.

To get this ability, pray with regular words
for it. He did.

He was given two conditions to get the
ability of praying with strange words: one
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to always do his God given courses and
two to reduce the number of times he lied.

After three days he was given the ability.

Chapter Two

Watalaka was a very wealthy man in
another country (not Alta) and needed to
start a computer factory. He had enough
money to repeat that factory.

He and everyone in his community knew
that the best computer factories were
made in Alta and by Donemma.

So he went to Donemma and made his
plea: that he wanted to repeat his
computer factory.
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Donemma said that he couldn’t because
he had only two sames. And that they are
currently researching on how to make his
computer factory more comfortable for
his workers.

And so have not the capability to travel
out of his country to repeat the factory.

It hadn’t happened in a long time that
Watalaka cried and felt helpless.

Chapter Three

Donemma died and was found by the
Judges of Heaven to be the best
graduating factory man of the earth. He
now had eleven sames. And thus went to
Upper Heaven (he was in charge of a
business)
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He was in Heaven and loved the planning
of the buildings in Heaven. The homes
were all tall (having many floors)

After three years God came and spoke to
him saying: I have noticed in these three
years that you are indeed the best person
to graduate from earth to heaven. And
because of that I am sending you back to
earth to teach. I want you to teach my
children both general studies and
factories.

In a matter of minutes, he was back to
earth. He didn’t wake up a baby but a
young University graduate.
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Finding a Factory Boss

Chapter One

Balouou had earlier started a factory. He
also had a lot of money. A sum which
reached the amount to start another
factory.

But there was a problem: he needed to
find a factory boss to employ.

He had used up all his heaven treasures
on some other project. And he needed
more to buy a factory boss from God.

Chapter Two

So he came up with an idea to earn
heaven treasures and he executed it.
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So he prayed to God saying: God let me
answer prayers so I can earn some heaven
treasures.

God responded saying: Only Maxims and
Bales answer prayers. You are not
qualified.

Bales are people born with knowledge
written to their heads by a Soulman.

Chapter Three

After that ugly event, he heard the voice of
a Brulota. Brulota once got him the
questions of an external exam he was
about to take.

He always loved the voice of Brulota.
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Brulota came because he was having
problems finding a factory boss.

She said that she would give him a piece
of God’s eyes and with that he would be
able to recognise a factory boss.

Going on she advised him to go to public
places especially markets. If he does go to
such places and there is a factory boss
there he would recognise the person with
the eyes she gave him.
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Gborea Has Fallen

Chapter One

Who was to be blamed for Gborea’s fall.
First was Kalkulo.

Kalkulo planted his trees only in Gborea.
Kalkulo knew many things. Including
earth making and plant making. But he
doesn’t know how to locate his trees.

Kalkulo’s trees were raw materials for
two factories. And this was the lust that
led to Gborea’s fall.

Chapter Two

The second to be blamed was the teachers
God assigned to Gborea. They taught hard
religion in Gborea. While the teachers of
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Illerac, their neighbours taught easy
religion.

This led to the fact that the population of
Gborea became twenty (20) million, and
the population of Illerac became one
hundred and twenty (120) million.

Chapter Three

A Prophet was happy that he had three
sons, of which two were destined to be
factory bosses.

But when he saw that war was coming to
his beloved Gborea (where he lived), he
began to lament saying: I have no children
who are soldiers.
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Chapter Four

In Heaven, there was a party. The party
was about the rewards God was giving
Kalkulo for his trees.

A Holy Spirit was offended and spoke up
to God saying that four of her children
died in the war for Kalkulo’s trees. And
that Kalkulo’s rewards should be reduced
because he knew no location.

God then said locating a business is a lot
of books.

She responded that there was a shortcut
and that was to pray to God to tell him the
location.

And God said: Shut up high woman, for
Kalkulo knows many things. And can be
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said to be awesome even though he
doesn’t know how to locate his trees.
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Kalerum is a Corpse

Chapter One

The King of Eveeldi increased the salaries
of his Soldiers. He hoped it would
increase the interests of young men in
becoming Soldiers.

It really worked.

This made Kalerum, who wasn’t really
liked by his Holy Spirit, to apply to
become a Soldier.

Before Kalerum’s Holy Spirit left him
permanently, she told him that he was a
corpse not a soldier. And that guns and
swords are useless when he wields them.
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Chapter Two

Kalerum was sharing a Holy Spirit with
forty other people. One of them was
Aadulma, a woman.

Aadulma was scared of the armies a king
was gathering.

Then her Holy Spirit decided to teach her
a song of Gattulo which goes thus:

The letter which stopped the King of
Caseria can be bought for money which
can’t buy food.

And her fears melted.
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Man with the Heavy Soul

Chapter One

Saluwa worked in Battula ( a group that
takes care of the poor).

She was very committed to her work. Her
family and friends always commented
that poor people would not finish so she
should reduce her commitment.

Saluwa worked in Battula till she was 40
years and then God blessed her with 20
friends which all had heavy souls. Among
them was one called Baila.
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Chapter Two

Baila had a heavy soul and that made his
father like him more than any of his
children.

Baila’s father approached him with some
more money telling him to start a music
band.

But since Baila had a heavy soul he turned
down the offer. His father still liked him.

Chapter Three

With the help of Baila’s father, his Uncle
Dondaka and some other people, Baila set
out to do factory research.

The object in mind was made of 5 parts.
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Baila had difficulty in making one part
and prayed on it. There was no response.

Inspired by his Holy Spirit Baila prayed
with these words: That God should tell
him what he must do to get his prayers
answered.

And that solved the problem.

Chapter Four

An old man (about 50 years in age)
approached Baila to ask some questions.
The old man was namedWalano.

Walano asked about the component Baila
had problems with and Baila responded
with the fact that it was prayers that
solved that problem.
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Walano went to try that with some other
factory research he was doing. There was
only silence.

Walano then went back to Baila and
reported what happened.

With the guidance of his Holy Spirit, Baila
told Walano that he should tell God to
remember his good works and list his
good works to God.

Walano did that and his answers came.
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Oweile

Chapter One

In heaven, God went looking for
Gartogade (Computer Lord), his friend.
On getting to his home he asked where his
friend was.

Many people responded that they were all
his friends. And God then said “Howmuch
help have you rendered me. Especially
great help.”

And then they kept quiet and took him to
Gartogade. God spoke to Gartogade telling
him to release one of his factories on
earth because no one had thought of it
and his children needed it.
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Gartogade went to check the list of best
factory workers on earth (with the Lord
of Records). Oweile came out on top and
was given the designs of the factory.

Chapter Two

Oweile had a subordinate called Aliman,
who handled a factory unit in a different
town. This factory unit was still under the
factory design Gartogade gave to Oweile.

Aliman hated Serbrina, his cleaner. This
was because Serbrina was more qualified
than being a cleaner yet she applied for
the post of cleaner.

She came more than once asking for
money but Aliman never gave it to her.
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Aliman had a problem and prayed to God
concerning his problem. God didn’t
respond quickly and the matter was
getting worse. When God responded he
said “Why did you not help Serbrina. If
you do not help her, I will not help you.”.

Chapter Three

Oweile wanted to start another factory
and prayed to God concerning the factory
asking for designs. In his prayers he
included “You said we should learn from
the Old ones or those who have gone
before us.”

God told Oweile that he should pick a
factory similar to the one he was given, so
that it would be easier for him. This is the
law of Gartogade.
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Since it was against God’s plans for Oweile
to start the factory he intended, he
decided to look for another factory similar
to the one he was given.
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Son of Isolo

Chapter One

Isolo didn’t like his son while he was
growing up. He now began to like his son
now that he was fully grown.

His son’s name was Wryslahu.

The reason Isolo liked his son now that
his son was fully grown and graduated
from the university was that his son had
opened a new business.

The business was computer related.

His son became popular and was even
invited to a TV program to explain some
things.
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Chapter Two

Wryslahu died five years after starting his
business.

This pained his father (Isolo).

His father dreamt of the judgment of
Wryslahu. His mother saw the judgment
of Wryslahu.

Chapter Three

The judgment was as follows:

A great audience watched and a group of
Judges was called upon. Many of the
Judges were apprentices of God.

God accused Wryslahu Isolo of not doing
the course he was sent. Wryslahu was
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sent to do town planning. There was
funding but he decided to do something
else.

A young creature maker then spoke about
some sons of another who were sent to
teach and didn’t do it. And they were not
yet killed and sent to hell fire.

God replied that it was only Soldiers and
Town Planners that get killed if they do
not do their courses.

There would be alot of suffering if
Soldiers and Town Planners do not do
their courses.
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The Best

Chapter One

There was a wealthy man in the area
where Janjugu lived. The wealthy man’s
name was Dondiem.

Janjugu was indeed brilliant. He asked
Dondiem for funding for a factory. The
factory’s product would have two
components. Dondiem willingly agreed.

So also did Vattimutau live close to
Dondiem. He asked Dondiem for funding
for a factory. The factory’s product would
have seven components. Dondiem
complained of its difficulty since the
number of components tells of its
difficulty.
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After a lot of arguing and praying by
Vattimutau, Dondiem agreed.

Chapter Two

Years after the two factories were
established, God loved the two factories
and decided to reward the factory bosses.

To Janjugu he gave three sames and to
Vattimutau he gave eleven sames.

Janjugu complained about how they were
both factory men and that why should
God give more to Vattimutau. God
responded that the number of
components of a factory object tells us of
its difficulty.
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The Librarian

Chapter One

Azelea (God’s Librarian) was doing her
duties of reviewing and updating God’s
books. Because of her awesomeness other
book writers usually hope she managed
their books.

Azelea’s jobs were usually much since God
had written more than a million books.
Many concerning factories.

She is also a teacher, not like those who go
out teaching people, but in the form of
calling people to the library to read.
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Chapter Two

Wantuaa worked for Azelea. She brought
a complaint about Jeremiko to her. Saying
that High God had reviewed the language
spoken in heaven three times now. And
that in that three times, Jeremiko had not
updated his book.

She had tried to contact him severally and
his phone or mail never goes through.

Azelea smiled at Wantuaa because of her
efforts and told her that Jeremiko was a
dying one and must be in his slumbers.
We would have to wait till he is awoken.
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Chapter Three

Azelea instructed some Angels of hers to
send some messages to the men of earth.
One of them was Raphealo.

Raphealo went to one and said Happy
Birthday. You are now forty-one and it is a
great time in a man’s life. Because forty is
the age at which you can start getting
involved in politics. The age at which you
can make preparations on becoming the
Governor of your place.

Raphealo went to another and said Happy
Birthday. You are now forty, it is the age
when you are now called a great teacher.

Raphaelo went to yet another and said the
same words. This time around Zulnokar
(the one Raphaelo delivered his message
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to) said that does that make him an
Ancient of Days. He remembers that God
calls his Lord an Ancient of Days.

Raphealo replied saying the title of
Ancient of Days is much more. It is given
to those who are about six hundred (600)
years old.

Mattuwaka (another recipient of God’s
message) asked that should birthday be
celebrated when the person is not yet
forty. Raphaelo replied that it depends on
your circumstances and you should ask
your Holy Spirit whenever you want to
celebrate a birthday.
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What’s Wrong with Him

Chapter One

Wanwanka was thinking about which of
his friends to marry when he heard God
speaking to him.

God said: Do not be like your father. He
went to hell fire.

Wanwanka replied: You must have
confused me with someone else, because
my father rose up to become the head of a
reputable agency in the Government of
my country.

And God said: Yes I know that. The reason
he went to hell was because he was both
brilliant and had access to a lot of money
and yet did not start a company.
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And God concluded: Do not be like him.

Chapter Two

Wanwanka had a problem. His Holy Spirit
solved it for him.

But she was bothered that Wanwanka
couldn’t solve it himself. Because
Wanwanka was a son of Saloma and that
makes him a great child. And thus should
be able to solve the problem she solved
for him.

Another Holy Spirit spoke to Wanwanka’s
Holy Spirit saying: It must be his
environment that makes this son of
Saloma not as good as expected.
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Wise Man

Chapter One

Waisegwu had a building company thanks
to his father.

One day, someone brought a building
contract for him. This building contract
was more expensive than necessary. That
is, the buildings were supposed to be
more beautiful than necessary.

Such buildings are called Palaces.

God had told him to never build a palace
since Palaces were a waste of sand and
stone.

Not knowing what to do, since Waisegwu
really needed money to take care of
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himself and his workers. He then prayed
to God who was wiser than him asking for
directions. So as to not sin against him.

Chapter Two

From the teachings of Sorcero (a God of
Wisdom) everyone created has not just
one course. Some might have two or more
courses.

And so it was that Waisegwu was also a
musician. That is a teacher that all would
love to listen to.

Chapter Three

When Waisegwu was sixty-one and
getting closer to the grave. He heard the
voice (Spirit) of a teacher teaching.
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Among the Spirit’s teachings was that to
gain heaven you must have done the jobs
God had sent to you.

This bothered him a little. God had also
told him to sing but he didn’t because
buildings made more money than singing.

So to remedy the situation, he decided to
get a young person to start a musical
group (band) for him.

Chapter Four

Waisegwu called his first born, a woman
called Baibaisita. He gave his daughter
some money and told her to start a band.

Baibaisita said:
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Daddy thank you very much, but my voice
is not good for singing. Also I have a
friend who I have known for a long time
whose voice is good.

And thus will I give the money to her to
start the band.

After proving to Waisegwu that she had
known this friend for a long time, her
father accepted.

Chapter Five

Waisegwu then thought to himself about
the band matter. He thought that in his
building company he knew little about
electricity and still his building stands all
the time.
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And so it is not necessary to be perfect in
everything.

Thus, Waisegwu believed there would be
no problem when he would face God and
the panel of Judges after his death.
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Zuluwaka

Chapter One

Zuluwaka was called by God in her
dreams to be a teacher.

Her favorite song was:

A boy approached his father telling him
he wanted to study Factory. His father
suggested Accounting. The boy still kept
pressing him for Factory. And the father
agreed.

Then the boy told his father that if his
father keeps sending only one song to his
father's music group for an album, how
will he study factory?
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His father responded that was why I told
you to study Accounting.

Chapter Two

Zuluwaka’s father was called Isolo. His
father’s favourite song was:

After the death of Jerrubabil, ten bands
stopped singing. And the amount of
criminals in the country increased.

Chapter Three

Zuluwaka found no means (including
words) to tell her father that she
preferred Molech’s teaching to that of her
father’s people.

Her father had four factories.
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From her father’s people to get an
inheritance you must pass through an
exam conducted by Prayers. And since she
was a teacher she would be given a small
amount.

But her father’s chief cleaner had a son
who was a factory child. This factory child
would receive more money than her since
he was a factory child.

This was against Molech’s teachings.

Chapter Four

Her father usually came to teach her some
teachings.
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In one of his teachings, he complained
about Zulmathu who was under the
teachings of Molech.

Zulmathu complained that computers
were too difficult. And to reduce these
difficulties, cartoons should be purged
from computers.

And his father concluded that anyone
under the teachings of Molech is a lazy
person.
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